You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for HARMAN KARDON HK195.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the HARMAN KARDON HK195 in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Use only the AC power adapter designed specifically for the HK195 speakers. @@Always remove the AC power adapter from the electrical outlet before
inspecting the adapter. When disconnecting the AC power adapter from an electrical outlet, grasp and pull the adapter, not the cord. If the HK195 speakers
are not going to be used for a period of time, disconnect the AC power adapter from the electrical outlet. Always disconnect the AC power adapter from the
electrical outlet before making any speaker connections. Place the HK195 speakers on a stable, level surface. @@If the HK195 speakers require cleaning,
use a soft cloth. If necessary, use a damp cloth, but no solvents. @@@@Relocate the HK195 speakers farther from the fixtures to reduce or eliminate the
noise. Although the HK195 speakers are magnetically shielded, keep magnetic media (discs and tapes) at least 4 inches from them to avoid data loss.
SUBWOOFER OUTPUT JACK · Under a rubber plug, on the main (control) satellite, there is a line-level subwoofer output jack. @@@@Position the
speakers on each side of the monitor. Place the speaker with the controls on the right side of the monitor. 2. @@3.
@@4. @@@@@@@@Make certain that outlet or power strip is turned on. Check connection of transformer to jack on right speaker. Check that the
speaker's connection to the computer is made to the sound card OUTPUT. Turn speaker system on using volume control on right speaker.
Turn up volume on right speaker. No sound from both speakers Speaker system turned off Volume control turned down Volume control turned down or off
Turn up volume control slider in within software Microsoft Windows taskbar or the application program being used. @@If speakers work, the problem is not
with the sound card. @@Unplug the headphones. Contact Dell for further troubleshooting. @@Check left speaker's connection to right speaker. 3 Harman
Kardon HK195 Speakers (cont'd) Sound contains too much treble or bass Sound is distorted Incorrect setting for bass and treble controls Input source too
high Adjust bass and treble controls so that dot on knobs is at 12 o'clock position. Reduce input level from source using sound card control or volume control
sliders in Windows taskbar. Unplug incorrect connection. @@Turn on subwoofer.
@@Verify all connections. Bass and treble controls on the speakers do not affect headphone output. Make adjustments to bass level on subwoofer. .
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